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October 27, 2020
Director Emerita of JSU Learning Services Claudia
McDade dies of COVID-19
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/27/director-emerita-of-jsu-learning-services-claudia-mcdade-dies-of-covid-19/
Logan Irwin, Correspondent
Claudia McDade, who served as the director emerita of JSU Learning Services, died on
Tuesday, Oct. 13, after battling COVID-19.
McDade arrived at Jacksonville State University in 1974, and began her career here as a
psychology professor. She was 24 at the time, and had just received her PhD from
Louisiana State.
Unknowingly, McDade had dyslexia that would follow her into her years of graduate school.
Student Reporter Buffy Smith, now JSU Director of Public Relations Buffy Lockette,
interviewed McDade in 1998 about her ongoing medical condition. 
“I knew that I learned differently so I had to work harder than the rest of the kids,” said
McDade. “My mother used to make me turn the lights out in my bedroom at midnight, so I
would go lay beside the bottom of the refrigerator and study all night, because that was the
only light I could find.”
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McDade also worked to become an advocate for students on campus with learning
disabilities. She helped to establish the Academic Center for Excellence, better known as
Ace Tutoring Services, in the year 1980, and founded the ExSel program, now called the
Fast Start Academy, for students that needed extra help during the summer before college.
Despite her learning disability, McDade went on to receive the the Outstanding
Developmental Educator of the Year award in 1988, and would go on to receive countless
other honors including the USA Group/Noel-Levitz Retention Excellence Award,
Jacksonville State’s Outstanding Faculty Award and the Outstanding Educator Award from
the Women Committed to Excellence Program. 
“I can’t even separate who I am apart from her,” said Courtney Peppers, who worked under
McDade for about a decade and now serves as the director of learning services. “She
became my mentor when I was 22 years old and she continued to be for 20 years.”
Peppers said she began her work for McDade as a student worker during her
undergraduate years, and that she often sought McDade’s advice and guidance.
“When I experienced success, accomplishments, and joyful times, I celebrated them with
her,” said Peppers.
Peppers went on to say that she knew the “value of teaching women leadership skills” and
that McDade instilled in her the importance of mentoring youth.
“Dr. McDade cared about students,” said Peppers. “She put them first, and it showed in her
leadership … She would work to find an answer for a student, no matter the situation, and
she taught me that it was important to put forth the extra effort to help students in any way
possible.”
“My hope is to continue her legacy and pass it on to future generations of women leaders,”
said Peppers.
McDade retired in 2008 and moved to Fort Morgan, Ala.
A memorial for McDade will be held on Oct. 29 at 2 p.m. in the Holy Spirit Episcocal
Church of Gulf Shores. In lieu of flowers, the family suggests donations be made to
Chrisitian Service Center, Holy Spirit Episcopal Church, Warrior Bonfire Program or the
JSU Foundation in Memory of Claudia McDade (Precision Learning Institute).
UPDATED: Oct. 27, 3:06 p.m. — Included additional comments from Courtney Peppers.
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Barbara Curry-Story, the first Black student to enroll at Jacksonville State University, died
on Oct. 20 at the age of 79.
Curry-Story was born on Nov. 24, 1941, to a large family in Ohatchee, Ala. After graduating
in Hobson City, Ala. from Calhoun County Training School, she moved to New York City in
order to stand on her own feet and start making a stand for herself financially. 
She returned home five years later, enrolling at Jacksonville State University in the Fall
semester of 1965, as the university’s first Black student. As a single mover, Curry-Story was
fighting to give her two-year-old son everything she could and build a life for herself. 
“Mrs. Barbara Curry-Story was a woman of grace and dignity,” said Charlcie Vann, JSU’s
director of diversity and inclusion. “Her boldness and determination is an example not only
to Black students at JSU, but to all students faced with obstacles or challenges. Mrs.
Barbara’s tenacity of never giving up lead her to be a successful student, professional at
Alabama Power, mother and grandmother.”
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In her obituary, she is also remembered to be “a faithful member” of Friendship Baptist
Church, at which her husband, Henry Curry, was a deacon.
With the help of her brother’s 1959 Chevrolet, Curry-Story was able to safely make her way
to campus. Without complications, she was able to safely attend her classes. However,
being the first Black student on campus would come with attention. 
Throughout her days on campus, she would occasionally hear shouts and criticisms, but it
was not long before she started establishing valuable relationships with other students.
After a while, she began to not only interact with others but also spending time with them. 
After graduating with a bachelor’s degree in education with a concentration in vocational
home economics, Curry-Story worked as a home economist for Alabama Power. She
continued to grow in this field, becoming a senior marketing specialist. After almost 33
years (32 years and five months) in this career, she retired.
Curry-Story knew she was paving roads for those who came behind her, both on campus
and in her career. 
“I was the first Black home economist in Eastern Division,” Curry-Story said. “Up until
they hired me, that job was always held for white females. Two years later, they hired two
more Black employees.”
Her position at Alabama Power was rewarded to her daughter, Starla Curry Hilliard.
Barbara Curry-Story was able to open a new path for her children, and trained Starla in her
new career.
“Her life exemplifies leadership and what it means to be a JSU Gamecock,” said SGA
President Jerod Sharp. “She was a trailblazer in her time and her dedication to striving for
a better life also ended up blessing the JSU community.”
Over the summer, a petition circulated online calling for Bibb Graves Hall to be renamed
due to his membership in the Ku Klux Klan. The petition suggested renaming the
administrative building after Curry-Story.
“I am saddened to hear of the passing of Mrs. Curry-Story, though she left behind a great
legacy of being the first Black American to have graduated from JSU,” said Matthew
Reeves, a JSU alumnus who started the petition.
“Now, more than ever, would be a wonderful opportunity to honor her by renaming Bibb
Graves Hall,” he said.
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Substitute QB Zion Webb leads JSU to a 19-10 victory




The Jacksonville State Gamecocks wrap up the fall non-conference slate for the 2020-2021
season with a 19-10 win over the Florida International Golden Panthers on Friday.
The win put the Gamecocks at 3-1, with the lone defeat coming to Florida State 41-24 in the
opener.
While there was a lot of good in this win, it was also filled with a bit of heaviness as Zerrick
Cooper went out on the third offensive play of the game from scrimmage. Cooper suffered a
broken leg, as well as hurting his knee when it hit against the field’s turf. Cooper was able
to run off the field. 
From that point, it became the Zion Webb show, who led the Gamecocks on a 98-yard
touchdown drive that was capped off when Josh Samuel rushed into the endzone.
“I felt comfortable and knew those guys had my back,” quarterback Zion Webb said about
going in following Cooper’s injury. “All I had to do was my job, and they did the rest.”
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The Gamecocks dominated in time of possession, holding the ball for over forty minutes of
the game. JSU also outgained FIU in yards 444-156. JSU had a combined 279 yards
rushing from Samuel and Uriah West. The Gamecocks total 285 yards rushing, and also
had two players rush for over 100 yards for the first time since November 16, 2017.
“I felt great,” said Samuel. “I got a lot of carries tonight, and the offensive line was
outstanding.
Samuel said that the momentum “shifted” after Cooper sustained a broken leg, but that
Zion showed his abilities to the fullest.
“I told them they got a meal on me,” he said.
“I thought our guys played great,” said head coach John Grass about his team’s win in his
first game back after testing positive for COVID-19 on Oct. 15. “We talked about it all week
long about playing a full sixty minutes, and I felt like we did that tonight. Our guys kept
making plays all evening.”
With the win, the Gamecocks defeated their first Football Bowl Subdivision opponent since
2013, when the Gamecocks defeated Georgia State. The Gamecocks will now prepare for
the conference schedule which kicks off on Sunday, Feb. 21, when the Gamecocks travel to
Nashville, Tennessee to take on the Tennessee State Tigers.
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Women’s basketball preseason underway as full NCAA




The Jacksonville State women’s basketball team began preseason preparations this past
week.
The NCAA decided in September that both men’s and women’s basketball season can begin
on Nov. 25. The upcoming schedule for the women’s basketball team has not been
finalized, but the Gamecocks are expected to have a “short non-conference lineup once the
season begins late next month,” according to JSU athletics.
The opponents have not yet been released, JSU athletics said, and there will be protocols
set in place for how men’s and women’s basketball games will operate in the coming
season. Those protocols will be released at a later date.
The Lady Gamecocks are coming off a 14-16 season, with 10-8 in the Ohio Valley
Conference, last season. They were a five-seed in the league tournament in March, falling
to Eastern Illinois 49-46 in a close game to end their season. The Gamecocks return several
key pieces from last year’s team, including seniors Taylor Hawks, Kiana Johnson, Jessie
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Day and Jayla Walker, as well as other key players such as Yamia Johnson and sophomore
Nekiyah Thompson.
“Practice has been going well so far,” said Rick Pietri, JSU women’s basketball coach.
“We’re trying to incorporate newcomers, as well as see some growth in returners. The
newcomers have been doing well. We’re just trying to get everyone to gel together.” 
Asked about how practice has looked in the midst of the pandemic, Pietri said “During the
summer, we were only allowed three practices hours per week, significantly less than what
we normally have. As a result, we started out a little bit behind schedule, but now we’re
actually a little bit ahead. At this point, we’re dealing with all the changes, including the
NCAA’s new start date. We’re just trying to stay up and running.”
Pietri returns for his eighth season at the helm of the Gamecocks women’s basketball team.
Through his twenty year career overall, he has a record of 324-271, with a 104-104 record
through his first seven seasons.
Pietri also highlighted several key players that he thought were really rising to the occasion
so far in practice. 
“Jessie Day, Taylor Hawks, Kiana Johnson and Yamia Johnson all have made some
significant progress in the offseason,” he said. “All of our returning players are doing well
thus far, and freshman Keiara Griffin is showing that she can make an impact in this
program.” 
Through the thirty-game season last season, the Gamecocks had some very close defeats,
including a 62-53 loss at Auburn in December. One of the biggest wins from last season
came on Feb. 1, when the Belmont Bruins visited Pete Mathews Coliseum and left stunned.
The Gamecocks upset the Bruins that day 60-41 in a game where the defense was on fire.
That game came just days after a win over previously unbeaten in league play Tennessee
Tech to give them, at the time, a share of the top spot in the conference rankings.
“The last two years we’ve finished fifth and sixth in the conference,” said Pietri. “Our goal
now is to go from the top half to the top third of the conference. Growth is definitely
needed, but the potential is certainly there for this team to do some special things.”
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John Grass cleared to travel with Gamecocks to Florida
International game
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/john-grass-cleared-to-travel-with-gamecocks-to-florida-international-game/
Scott Young, Editor in Chief
Jacksonville State football head coach John Grass will be joining his team on their flight
this afternoon to Miami, Fla. to compete against Florida International tomorrow,
according to the university.
“Prior to testing positive for COVID-19, I experienced mild symptoms that only lasted a
short time,” said Grass. “My symptoms never returned and after serving time in self
isolation, I am able to rejoin our team for Friday’s game at FIU.”
Grass tested positive for COVID-19 last week and was absent to JSU’s 24-17 victory over
North Alabama on Saturday. In a Zoom press conference on Tuesday, Grass explained that
he felt fine and was not exhibiting symptoms of the virus that day.
Both the guidance of the university  and the Centers for Disease Control recommend a ten-
day isolation period for COVID-19-positive patients. The Florida International game is set
to take place eight days after Grass announced his diagnosis.
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“I want to thank everyone for the prayers and well wishes over the past week and our staff
and players for continuing to work and prepare for these final two games,” said Grass. “I
look forward to being back on the sideline with my team.”
The Gamecocks are set to face off against Florida International tomorrow, Oct. 23 at 6 p.m.
Greg Seitz, JSU’s athletic director, tweeted a photo of him on his flight to Miami, Fla. this
afternoon:
Excited to be on my first flight since March and looking forward to
traveling with @JSUGamecocks to play at Florida International
tomorrow evening. #StayCocky pic.twitter.com/wmlB0qqFhG
— Greg Seitz (@gseitz) October 22, 2020
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The Jacksonville State University students who participated in the Biodesign Challenge last
semester were recognized during Tuesday’s Board of Trustees meeting.
The Biodesign Challenge course was conducted in the spring semester as a collaboration
project between the schools of art, business and engineering. Approximately 20 students
from JSU participated to form four biodesign innovations.
“It was unlike any class I had taken before,” Abigail Read, a spring graduate from JSU who
was a participant in the course, told the Board of Trustees. “It focused on problem solving,
rather than studying and testing.”
Vital Skin — the finalist of the four JSU groups — competed in July’s competition against
forty-seven other schools from around the world. Notable schools who participated include
Carnegie Mellon University, University of Sydney in Australia and New York University. 
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Vital Skin is a personal healthcare device created by students Zach Galbreath, Avery Lowe,
Will Milner, Abigail Read and Kyra Watral. The system consists of an implanted device in
one’s arm, a protective display sleeve for the implant and a home medical lab. According to
the official project information video, the goal is to bring accurate vital monitoring,
medical-grade lab analysis and a real-time alert system directly to the patient.
The four groups were led by Art Professor Alison McElroy, Associate Professor of Biology
Jimmy Triplett and Applied Engineering Instructor Teje Sult. Will Walker — a former
product designer for MIT, Apple and Google — advised the competition process and
provided insight to the students. 
Read described the opportunity to work with different majors and degrees as “really good,
because they approach things differently as an artist.”
“I wouldn’t have been able to see other situations and learning environments in another
course,” said Read.
The goals of the Biodesign Challenge are to create a community among the artists, designer
and biologists, seed the first generation of bio-designers and build meaningful public
dialogue about biotech and uses.
Staci Stone, JSU’s dean of the School of Arts and Humanities, conducted the presentation
on behalf of the schools involved. She said that the current plan is to offer the course every
other spring, but the university is hopeful that annual participation is a possibility. 
“We are extremely proud of you,” JSU President Don Killingsworth told the students. “We
look forward to future classes.”
For more information on the Vital Skin invention, other JSU Biodesign challenge








Jeff Ryan was officially introduced as the Jacksonville State University chief of program
operations during Tuesday’s meeting of the Board of Trustees. 
The meeting, held in the Meehan Hall Stadium Towers, also discussed changes and policy
proposals from the latest quarter.
“We are pleased that he is in this new role,” JSU President Dr. Don Killingsworth told the
board when introducing Ryan. “We appreciate his willingness to serve in this new
capacity.”
Ryan has led the JSU COVID-19 task force since the beginning of 2020 , while
simultaneously working as a professor of emergency management. He also teaches a
Pandemics and Pestilence course, or EM 307, available this semester.
Ryan now joins Killingsworth’s presidential cabinet. The group of ten staff members —
including Killingsworth — will provide important insight on new policies around the
university.
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Ryan’s specific duties as chief of program operations is to supervise the University Police
Department, Marketing and Communications, External Affairs, the Professional
Development Academy as well as Environmental Health and Safety. 
Killingsworth jokingly described Ryan fitting his new position into his already-busy
schedule. However, he ensured the board that “he will also continue to lead the COVID-19
task force and teach classes in his free time.”
In other business, the trustees: 
— Approved the fiscal budget for 2021 proposed by the Board of Trustees Billing and
Finance Committee. 
— Approved a resolution to permit Killingsworth to explore the possibility of selling or
leasing the Education Broadband System. The university currently has a license for the
system, but doesn’t utilize it and has no future plans to.
— Heard from the president’s report that Vinson Houston, JSU’s vice president of
information technology, was tasked with strengthening JSU’s broadband. With CARES Act
funding, the university’s broadband strength was doubled from 3 GB to 6 GB. This change
improves the university’s business and instruction. Future plans are to get to 10 GB,
according to Killingsworth
— Heard from Faculty Senate President Russell Hammack who presented details regarding
a resolution passed by the Faculty Senate to rename Bibb Graves Hall . He also described a
recent approval of the creation of a faculty resource guide which will inform future
educational hires of childcare or other community services staff can utilize in their
transition to the university.
— Heard from JSU Provost Christie Shelton who recommended an extension of the English
Language Institute Pilot Program for one year, which was approved. She also introduced
six new programs in the School of Education including: a mathematics specialists program;
and middle level baccalaureate programs in general science, medical, mathematics and
computer science.
— Heard a report from the Board of Trustees Audit, Risk and Client Committee which
recently received the latest audit report from the last fiscal year. The report, overseen by
Chris Anderson, found no weaknesses or deficiencies in the school’s finances or budget.
The Internal Audit Plan was approved by the Board of Trustees. 
— Approved the 2021 Board of Trustees meeting dates. The next meeting for the Board of
Trustees will be held on Jan. 25, 2021.
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Top Halloween movies to binge in October
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/top-halloween-movies-to-binge-in-october/
Breanna Hill, Features Editor 
Cue the “Spooky Scary Skeleton” song, because we’re well into the spooky season and it’s
time to embrace the Halloween spirit. 
One of the greatest joys a person can experience during October is the binging of milestone
Halloween movies.
There are a few genres to break down the Halloween movies. Of course there’s the truly
terrifying Halloween movies, then there’s the classics which cannot be ignored throughout
the month of October. Following those two categories we have comedic horror movies that
have been a monumental addition to the glorious horror genre we all love so dearly. 
Here’s a breakdown of the greatest Halloween movies of all time and where you can stream
them. 
“Hocus Pocus”
This is no shocker, I’m sure. 
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“Hocus Pocus” is a big contender for the number one spot on my list. It changes depending
on the year, it typically wins though, in all honesty. 
This movie was released in 1993 and was truly ahead of its time. I definitely put this under
the classics category when ranking, just because of the sheer brilliance encompassed
throughout the film. 
It takes talent for a movie to be watched repeatedly across screens annually for 27 years.
I’m sure that this movie can also be included in the comedic horror category because of the
humorous aspects littered throughout. 
I think the biggest reason this film is so iconic is because of the casting. The characters were
meant to tell a beautiful story, and they completed the task with flying colors and made it
come to life. 
This movie can be found on Disney+ and is on Freeform almost every night as of right
now. 
“Halloweentown”
This is the movie that “Hocus Pocus” battles against every year for me. I think the biggest
reason it’s an ongoing struggle between the two of these movies for me is because I
absolutely love the comedic and pure genius aspect that “Hocus Pocus” captures, but
“Halloweentown” brings some of the same factors to the table and adds on three other
movies following it. 
“Halloweentown” was released just five years after “Hocus Pocus” in 1998, so it’s definitely
another classic for me. 
I tend to watch all four of the movies each year, sometimes I’m too busy to catch all of
them, but I definitely make sure to watch the first one because I consider it to be the best
out of all of them. 
Kimberly J. Brown had the iconic role as Marnie until the last movie, which is why I believe
the last movie is my least favorite. Kimberly played the role as Marnie incredibly and I
believe she made the movie what it was, along with the rest of the cast members of course. 
You can find all of these movies on Disney+ and like “Hocus Pocus” they will be playing on
television channels like Disney Channel and Freeform. 
“Scary Movie”
This movie, or should I say movies, fall under the comedic horror category. The Scary
Movie franchise includes five movies: “Scary Movie” (2000), “Scary Movie 2” (2001),
“Scary Movie 3” (2003), “Scary Movie 4” (2006) and “Scary Movie 5” (2013). 
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This franchise is the epitome of the comedic horror genre. No matter how many times I
watch any of these, I find my stomach hurting from the amount of laughter I have. 
Netflix currently has the latest movie available for streaming. Amazon Prime Video has the
entire set; renting and buying options are available. 
“IT”
Clowns are definitely one of my worst fears. I can handle ghouls, goblins, vampires,
werewolves, and practically anything else besides clowns. 
My fear of clowns stemmed from the original movie “IT” (1990)  and of course watching
the newer versions “IT” (2017)  and “IT Chapter 2” (2019) didn’t help me get over that
fear. 
Pretty much any of Stephen King’s movies fall under the truly terrifying horror movie
category. He is a pure mastermind when it comes to releasing movies and books that terrify
the masses.
I’m pretty sure I’ll be skipping this franchise this go-around because I think 2020 has been
scary enough for me. 




Recap: SGA Senate meets to provide campus updates
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/recap-sga-senate-meets-to-provide-campus-updates/
Scott Leathrum, Correspondent
The Jacksonville State Student Senate met on Monday night to provide campus updates to
the Senate and the student body. No bills were considered at the meeting.
A topic of discussion was the renaming of Bibb Graves Hall, where Jerod Sharp mentioned
that the Board of Trustees would hear concerns from students and make a decision within
the next few weeks.
In August, the SGA Senate voted unanimously to recommend renaming Bibb Graves Hall
and the Faculty Senate did the same on Sept. 16 .
This bill was introduced after calls from JSU students and the Diversity Committee on
campus for a new name to be decided for Bibb Graves Hall. These calls included a popular
petition on change.org started by a JSU student. These calls came due to Grave’s
involvement in the Ku Klux Klan and history as a legislator. 
The Board of Trustees meeting was held on Tuesday morning and as of now they have not
announced their decision. Jerod Sharp, the SGA president, encouraged his fellow senators
on Monday to attend the meeting.
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“I’m sure that the trustees would love to see student involvement,” says Sharp.
Senator Adam McNeal mentioned during his address that Monday was the last day to
register to vote for the Nov. 3 election and noted that their voter drives on campus were
successful.
SGA President Jerod Sharp mentioned the new classification standard for classes that JSU
President Don Killingsworth outlined in an email sent to the student body on Sunday.
“Registration will be normal, but there will be a description next to the class on whether it
is online, hybrid or in person,” he said.
Sharp also outlined ways for the senators to better describe the new system to fellow
students. This included informing them on how each class description outlines the amount
and style of involvement for students, like whether or not hybrid classes will have required
attendance lectures through Microsoft Teams or Zoom.
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JSU Organization Spotlight: Ambassadors
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/jsu-organization-spotlight-ambassadors/
Breanna Hill, Features Editor 
The Jacksonville State University Ambassador program was created in 2000 with the
hopes of helping the admissions department with the important task of recruiting.
“We have strived to continue attending events that the Admissions department presents,”
said Lauren Shirley, president of the JSU Ambassador program.
The Ambassadors serve as hosts and hostesses of the university, taking on tasks such as
greeting prospective students and making them feel welcome on campus. 
The Ambassadors are all about serving the community. Typically, they organize food drives
and volunteer at nursing homes. On a daily basis, the Ambassadors are representing the
university and what the university stands for. The students who are involved with the
organization are ambitious students who are actively involved in all aspects of campus. 
COVID-19 and the limitations associated with it have not deterred the Ambassadors. They
continue to meet in-person while following the JSU guidelines.
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The Ambassadors are also the students who give campus tours, and thankfully, they are
still able to continue giving these to future Gamecocks. They even recently worked Campus
Tour Day, one of their biggest events. 
The organization currently has 32 active members and has an interview process that takes
place in the spring semester. To be considered for a spot in the Ambassadors organization,
a student has to have completed one semester at JSU, hold a 2.5 or higher GPA, be a full-
time student during the interview process and while serving on the team.
The Ambassadors meet every other Thursday from 4:45 p.m. to 5:45 p.m. in Ayers Hall,
room 149.
If you’re full of Gamecock pep and are interested in recruiting new Gamecocks by sharing
personal experiences from your time at JSU, this organization is perfect for you. The motto
for the Ambassadors is “Beyond All Limits” because they believe as Ambassadors, it’s their
duty to serve beyond the limits, especially in this unprecedented year. 




JSU student, 25, dies in car crash Sunday evening
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/jsu-student-25-dies-in-car-crash-sunday-evening/
Miranda Prescott, News Editor
A student at Jacksonville State University died in a car accident in Wellington on Sunday.
Savanna Carson Lynch was pronounced dead at 5:48 p.m. after a car hit her from behind
on U.S. 431, causing her own vehicle to cross the median, flip and eject her, according to
Calhoun County Coroner Pat Brown.
Lynch was a communication major at JSU, pursuing a concentration in public relations
from the university. She leaves behind a young daughter, Tala, her boyfriend and her
mother, Sandy Duval, who has worked as the JSU band secretary for 20 years as of this
month, according to Ken Bodiford, the JSU director of bands.
“When Sandy accepted the job of JSU Band Secretary as a single mother, Savanna was just
a toddler,” said Bodiford in a social media post. “Over the years, I have observed a bond of
love between a mother and daughter like none that I have witnessed before. Savanna
always had the ability to brighten up a room with her beautiful smile, magnetic personality,
and witty sense of humor. My heart is broken for Savanna’s mother, Sandy Duval, her
young daughter Tala, and her boyfriend, Billy.”
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Bodiford said that Savanna “practically grew up around The Marching Southerners.” He
recalled when she was a child and the JSU Go-Gos dance line made a uniform for her.
“She was their adorable little mascot,” Bodiford added. “She was a source of positive light
in this world that will be greatly missed.”
Damian Gaiters, a former JSU Marching Southerner and current director of bands at Lithia
Springs High School in Georgia, is a family friend and said that his most vivid memory of
Savanna was performances with the JSU Hard Corps and the Go-Gos.
“I worked closely with Sandy in the band office and became close to both she and
Savanna,” said Gaiters.
A GoFundMe was created in the wake of Savanna’s death . This fundraiser is to help raise
funds for the care of her daughter, Tala, who is now in the primary care of Duval.
The fundraiser reached its initial goal of $10,000 within the first eight hours and more
donations have been made on top of that. As of Thursday morning, the GoFundMe has
received over $15,000 in donations.
“This GoFundMe page has been established to assist Sandy and Billy in continuing the
dream that Savanna started: a dream making a better life for her child,” the GoFundMe
page reads. “We ask that you help us make this dream come true for someone who has
given so much to all of us.”
Julie Williams Cain, a Southerners almuna who now manages a law firm, created the
GoFundMe.
“It is important that our JSU family now support Sandy in her time of need,” said Cain by
email on Tuesday. “My office assistant, Beth Merrit, who is also a JSU Marching
Southerners alumni, was onboard from the beginning and she has been instrumental in
creating the account. We set an initial goal and there has been an overwhelming response,




LETTER TO THE EDITOR: Trump has had four years to
lead and has ‘failed us’
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/letter-to-the-editor-trump-has-had-four-years-to-lead-and-has-failed-us/
To the Editor:
President Trump, you have had almost four years to lead the United States and have failed
us by your own choosing. Whether it be in foreign policy and domestic policy you have not
protected the United States as Commander-in Chief.
Now comes the latest news about your complete disrespect for our military and total
disregard for the Covid-19 virus. We the American people have finally borne witness to
what happens when they place an incompetent business leader into the Oval Office.
Quality of life is not a business decision sir but rather it is a humane choice to be
empathetic to those who cannot help themselves.
Joe Biden has that empathy and will return the United States to the era when we were
respected internationally because of how we treat our citizens domestically.
This election is a clear choice between those who have never had it so good and those of us
who know we can do better. Joe Biden will lead us there.
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Fellow citizens, exercise your right to vote to preserve your sacred heritage, promote your
children’s future and obtain the blessings of liberty we all cherish.
To restore a sense of decency to the United States rise and vote!
Joe Bialek
Cleveland, Ohio
Want to see your letter published? Submit it to us here.
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Comparing both ‘The Haunting of Hill House’ and ‘The
Haunting of Bly Manor’
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/comparing-both-the-haunting-of-hill-house-and-the-haunting-of-bly-manor/
Ally Morrison, Correspondent
The Netflix Original series “The Haunting of Hill House,” which premiered in October of
2018, now has a thrilling sequel. The second part of this chilling show coined the title “The
Haunting of Bly Manor,” which Netflix released on Oct. 9 of this year.
The two series have acquired a great deal of attention with the Halloween season being the
perfect time for the release of the sequel. Although the two are both directed by Mike
Flanagan, there are many noteworthy differences among them. Together we will explore a
few contrasting points such as themes, inspirations, and storylines.
“The Haunting of Hill House” is a story of a family confronting their old home that is
riddled with haunting memories and the occurrence of terrifying events which ultimately
led them to leave it all behind. “The Haunting of Hill House” is based on Shirley Jackson’s
1959 horror novel- a finalist for the National Book Award and has been regarded as one of
the best literary horror stories published during the 20th century. Throughout this story,
the viewer can expect flashbacks between past and present as well as an abundance of
family grief and drama.
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On the contrary, “The Haunting of Bly Manor” tells a vastly different story. This second
installment of the series is based heavily on Henry James’ novel “The Turn of the Screw”,
another notable ghost story in history. It’s storyline follows a young woman in the 1980s
who had been hired by a man to watch after his niece and nephew at a grand estate called
Bly Manor. One difference viewers may notice while watching “The Haunting of Bly
Manor” is the directing style. While Flanagan directed every scene of “The Haunting of Hill
House,” he was not the only director for Bly Manor. This switch up will offer more variety
into the directing style of this sequel.
In an interview with Collider Magazine, Flanagan said: “Similar to ‘The Haunting of Hill
House’, I really wanted to play more with ghosts as an expression of emotional wounds that
we do carry around… ‘The Haunting of Hill House’ is about a very tight family and Bly
Manor is about strangers. A family that is created. All the people who inhabit Bly Manor
come from completely different backgrounds and get to know each other through
friendship, tension, conflict and love.”
While “The Haunting of Hill House” is rooted in familial grounds, “The Haunting of Bly
Manor” explores human emotion — one may even call it a love story. According to Collider
Magazine, one thing Flanagan hopes his viewers take away from this season of Bly Manor
is a “wonderful connection between a great love story and a great ghost story.” 
As both series form a coherent plot line, the two create two different worlds for viewers to








Jacksonville State University hosted a ribbon-cutting on Monday to celebrate the
completed renovations of Mason Hall.
Mason Hall — named after the late Walter A. Mason, who served as the head of the Fine
Arts Department — was re-dedicated with a ribbon-cutting ceremony to highlight new
renovations that come more than two years after the EF-3 tornado struck the campus of
JSU.
Thomas McCutchen, the head of the JSU Department of Music, led a media tour prior to
the ribbon-cutting ceremony. He explained that, although the building was only renovated,
they refer to it as the “new Mason Hall,” because almost all of the spaces within are brand
new.
“Because of the tornado, they had to do a complete HVAC overhaul, which meant basically
gutting the whole system just to bring it back up to code with new electrical wiring,
cameras and a sprinkler system,” said McCutchen. “That allowed us to completely
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reconfigure our space, and what we ended up with was a new building on the inside.”
All music classes are now back under one roof, after around $12 million in repairs and
improvements made to the 57-year-old building.
“This is a culmination,” said JSU President Don Killingsworth at the ceremony. “March
2018 is when the tornado came through and caused destruction of this building and what
an opportunity came out of that devastating tornado for our campus.”
Killingsworth said that JSU trustee Randy Owens, on a prior tour of Mason Hall, noticed
the “chicken wire … that was holding instruments together” and the “deficiencies in this
building.”
“Thank you to the faculty who’ve been living out of their cars, teaching from various
buildings,” said Killingsworth. “Teaching music in the stadium. Teaching music out at the
South complex. Teaching music out of churches in the local community.”
Around 10,000 square feet has been added to Mason Hall, with the construction of both a
faculty and student lounge and new university band offices. The building’s 40 practice
rooms have been installed with sound isolation and new acoustic treatment.
JSU’s Director of Bands Ken Bodiford, pictured middle, attends the ribbon-cutting ceremony for
Mason Hall on Monday. (Matt Reynolds/JSU)
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JSU administration and trustees gather for a ribbon-cutting of newly-renovated Mason Hall on
Monday. (Matt Reynolds/JSU)
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JSU trustee Randy Owens speaks at the ribbon-cutting ceremony for Mason Hall on Monday.
(Matt Reynolds/JSU)
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JSU President Don Killingsworth speaks at the Mason Hall ribbon-cutting ceremony on Monday.
(Matt Reynolds/JSU)
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JSU Provost Christie Shelton speaks at the Mason Hall ribbon-cutting ceremony on Monday.
(Matt Reynolds/JSU)
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JSU Director of Bands Ken Bodiford gives members of the Board of Trustees a tour of the newly-
renovated Mason Hall on Monday. (Matt Reynolds/JSU)
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JSU Director of Bands Ken Bodiford gives members of the Board of Trustees a tour of the newly-
renovated Mason Hall on Monday. (Matt Reynolds/JSU)
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Students play musical instruments in the practice rooms as JSU Director of Bands Ken Bodiford
leads the Board of Trustees on a tour of Mason Hall on Monday. (Matt Reynolds/JSU)
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JSU Director of Bands Ken Bodiford gives members of the Board of Trustees a tour of the newly-
renovated Mason Hall on Monday. (Matt Reynolds/JSU)
The new recital hall is used for student showcases for smaller ensemble groups in the choral
and instrumental areas. It features movie theater style seating and a new recording booth
used for audio and video recording. The stage has been elevated to aid in the resonance
levels, along with LED lighting. 
A choral rehearsal classroom has also been installed, with risers and a large rehearsal
space. 
Asked what this would mean for the music students, McCutchen explained that for the first
time in 2 ½ years, music students have practice rooms they can use and access easily all
day and through the weekends.
“Being under one roof, where they can access all of the music faculty here in one building,
being able to see their friends and classmates in the same building everyday — those types
of relationships that they have been missing for the last 2 ½ years, they are now able to
enjoy again,” he said.
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SGA President Jerod Sharp addresses student
concerns, plans for the year
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/sga-president-jerod-sharp-addresses-student-concerns-plans-for-the-year/
Ashleigh Crouch, Correspondent
SGA President Jerod Sharp was elected earlier this year as SGA president, and has had the
challenging task of representing students even as the COVID-19 pandemic rages on.
Sharp, a cellular biology major, was elected SGA president with 914 votes to his opponent
Kate Seibert’s 449 votes and ran on a platform of enhancing communication between the
student body and the university administration.
“The SGA is here for anyone who needs someone to talk to or simply has questions about
what is taking place on campus,” said Sharp.
Sharp discussed the SGA’s upcoming plans and the current student concerns with online
learning on campus in an interview with The Chanticleer.
Sharp addresses online learning concerns
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Several JSU students — both on social media and in interviews — have expressed concerns
about online learning and questioned its effectiveness in educating students, with one
student who said, “I am not learning whatsoever.”
Sharp explained that he receives dozens of emails each day from students about the issues
that they are facing at Jacksonville State University, and that online learning is no
exception.
“Every single concern students have raised about online learning is important because
every single student and the issues they are facing are important,” said Sharp. He said that,
as far as student feedback, he has heard “negative feedback, positive feedback, and even
neutral feedback.”
Sharp encouraged students struggling with online courses to “keep pushing a little longer.”
“These are extraordinary times that all of us, including the faculty and staff, are doing the
best we can to navigate,” he said. “I cannot speak for the professors of this institution, but I
have a feeling they are having just as hard of a time with it as we students are.”
Sharp said that while he believes he “learns better in the classroom with an instructor
lecturing,” he encourages JSU students to take initiative to help themselves and their
fellow classmates do their very best in online courses.
“We have to be there for one another,” he added.
He also encouraged students to utilize the library, as well as the many other academic
buildings and classrooms on campus, to study together in groups with other students in the
same classes in order to help each other understand lesson material. 
Election Day at JSU
The United States presidential election is fast approaching. In-person voting will take place
in just under two weeks on Nov. 3. Millions of Americans all across the country have
already cast their vote.
Just last week, American University announced the university would be closed and classes
canceled on Nov. 3 to make “Election Day a university holiday.”
Asked whether or not he would like to see something similar implemented at JSU, Sharp
said he would love to see Election Day turned into a university holiday or allow voting to be
used as an excuse for missing class, but likely not this year. 
“As for this particular year, the vast majority of classes are online, and I do not think these
online classes would hinder a student from going to vote,” he said.
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Campus improvements and fall 2020 plans
One of the changes Sharp, alongside the SGA, has made since the start of the semester is
the implementation of the Student Diversity Task Force. 
The task force includes representatives from a multitude of on-campus organizations
including the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Full Spectrum,
Umbrella Alliance, El Latido and the International Student Organization. 
“These student leaders serve alongside the SGA Officers and a few student senators,” said
Sharp. “They help us better understand what all the various communities here at JSU have
gone through and are currently going through.”
Another group that Sharp and the SGA currently have in the works is a Culinary Council to
help improve student satisfaction with on-campus dining options. 
“This council would meet with Sodexo leadership to discuss the quality of the food here on
campus, and how Sodexo can improve their operation to adhere to students of different
cultures, diet restrictions, and overall health of all students,” he said.
Sharp expressed excitement with the SGA Presidential Cabinet that was approved by the
SGA Senate last year during Ulises Herrera’s term as SGA President. This is the first year it
has been fully functional, and Sharp says it has “taken off and soared.”
The SGA Presidential Cabinet consists of seven representatives: one from each school and
a representative for graduate studies.
“They are hard-working and they help me to better understand the needs and desires of
students from different schools and programs within said schools,” he said.
Sharp also discussed his plans alongside the SGA for the remainder of the fall 2020
semester. 
‘The SGA plans on hosting at least one event per week for the remainder of the semester,”
he said. “Our VP of Student Activities Scout Spears alongside the Student Activities Council
has been working very hard to come up with ways to engage with students on campus
while also retaining the guidelines outlined by the COVID-19 Task Force.”
To conclude, Sharp lamented that he and the SGA are present and ready to answer
questions from students. 
“We also encourage all students to speak up about the issues they are facing on campus,” he




OPINION: Alabamians should have the right to early
voting, especially in a pandemic
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/opinion-alabamians-should-have-the-right-to-early-voting-especially-in-a-pandemic/
Ashley Phillips, Copy Editor
Nov. 3 is around the corner and Election Day is fast approaching as Americans eagerly
await flocking to the polls to cast their ballots. However, in the midst of a pandemic, many
worry about the potential consequences of a large gathering.
Not everyone is trusting of mail-in ballots, but also, not everyone has the luxury of taking
the risk of being in public spaces. Many states, such as Florida, have opted to begin early
voting to cut down on the potential health ramifications.
The US Vote Foundation reported that 28 states and Washington, DC are actively
participating in early voting. Alabama is not one of these states, but it should be.
The 2020 presidential election is arguably the most important election in our lifetime. So
much of our future rides on the decision Nov. 3 holds. 
Many states are reporting voters lining up outside of poll sites with longer than two- and
three-hour wait times already. Ensuring social distancing and proper sanitation will
undoubtedly slow the process for all voting patrons.
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That’s with allowing for extra time by casting ballots now. Imagine attempting to get all of
that done in a day. 
Despite the potential dangers from COVID-19, Studies from the Pew Research Center
suggested that interest in the 2020 election will have voters flocking to polls in a turnout
that will break records. As the deadly disease rages across America untamed and as even
more households are affected by the economic downfall it has created, this study shows just
how important this election is to the American people.
Voting is supposed to be one of the nations most protected decision making processes. No
matter what your political alliance, or what your beliefs on the severity of COVID-19,
everyone deserves to feel safe on Election Day.
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Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar stream ‘Among
Us’ as the game repopularizes
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/alexandria-ocasio-cortez-ilhan-omar-stream-among-us-as-the-game-repopularizes/
Ashleigh Crouch, Correspondent 
The online action and mystery multiplayer game known as Among Us has created quite the
craze with teens and young adults in recent weeks. It has even caught the attention of two
members of Congress.
New York Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez recently hosted a livestream on the
streaming platform Twitch to play Among Us with a variety of popular YouTubers and
alongside her colleague Ilhan Omar, a congresswoman from Minnesota.
“When it comes to video games, it’s the lore,” said Ocasio-Cortez. “How did these people
get here? What year are we in?”
Ocasio-Cortez used the stream to promote voting and encourage viewers to cast their ballot
in the upcoming election. During the livestream, Ocasio-Cortez encouraged viewers to
“make a voting plan.”
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The livestream peaked at around 439,000 concurrent viewers, which makes it the third
most-watched stream on Twitch, according to CNET. Ocasio-Cortez has since garnered
more than 4.5 million views and more than 545,000 followers on Twitch.
Among Us is a multiplayer game that requires at least four people, but no more than 10, to
start a game. The game can be played publicly online with strangers from all over the world
or privately with friends by sharing the game code. Each player chooses a name and a color
for their avatar before the game starts.
Among Us is similar to other virtual games such as Push the Button from The Jackbox
Party Pack 6, as well as games typically played live in person such as Mafia and Werewolf.
Among Us is a fun and interesting game that requires players to use deduction and
reasoning skills to make decisions that could make or break their chances of winning the
game.
Once the game begins, one to three people are randomly chosen as “imposters” and can kill
and sabotage everyone else in the game. Other players are considered “crewmates” and are
given a set of tasks to complete. If there is more than one imposter in a game, the
imposters know each others’ identities. However, the crewmates have no idea who the
imposters are at the start of the game. The goal of the game is for the crewmates to discover
who among them is an imposter before all of the Crewmates are killed. 
Each time a dead body is reported by another player or an emergency meeting is called, all
remaining players must confer to decide who among them they think the imposter is. At
the end of a timed discussion, every player must either cast a vote for another player they
believe to be the Imposter to be ejected from the game, or skip. 
Once you are killed or ejected, you can speak with other killed or ejected players but no
living players can see your comments. You are still able to complete tasks, and if you are
ejected as an imposter, you are still able to sabotage other players. To win the game, you
must either survive or complete all of your tasks and figure out who the Imposter is. 
Among Us was first released by the American game publisher InnerSloth to Apple and
Android app stores in June 2018. The game was recently repopularized on Tik Tok and has
now been downloaded more than 100 million times, according to the developer. The game
can be purchased only through a Windows operating system on Steam for $4.99.
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Benjie Blair, longtime JSU biology professor, dies at 57
jsuchanticleer.com/2020/10/22/benjie-blair-longtime-jsu-biology-professor-dies-at-57/
Luke Reed, Correspondent
Benjie Blair, a JSU professor of biology, died on Tuesday morning, according to an
announcement from the university School of Science. Blair, 57, taught biology at JSU for 22
years.
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Benjie Blair, pictured, died on
Tuesday morning at the age of 57.
(Matt Reynolds/JSU)
“Dr. Blair was a dedicated and passionate
microbiologist and educator,” said Tim Lindblom, the
dean of the university’s School of Science. “His classes
were known for his enthusiasm, rigorous instruction,
and his genuine care for students.
Lindblom said that many of Blair’s former students
have said that Blair “changed the direction of their life
for the better.”
“As a colleague, he was a mentor to young faculty and
devoted to the Honors program,” said Lindblom. “His
contributions to JSU will be sorely missed and tough to
replace.”
Blair held a bachelor’s degree, master’s degree and
doctorate in biology. He also served as chair of the
Biology Department Pre-Health Professional
Committee during his time at JSU.
Jerod Sharp, SGA President and a molecular biology
student of Blair’s, emphasized how much Blair impacted his time at Jacksonville State
University.  
“From the very first day of class, I knew the following semester would be unparalleled from
my former classes,” said Sharp. “His sense of wonder was contagious and his
determination to inspire his students was, well, enormously inspiring.”  
Sharp continues to say that even through Blair’s battle with cancer, he “never wavered as a
professor.”
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“He stayed true to his calling and taught that remaining of the semester with an
unmatched sense of poise and grace,” said Sharp. “He may be gone, but his legacy lives on
in the hundreds of students he has taught over the years.” 
“My heart and thoughts go out to the entire Blair family,” Sharp concluded.
Tara Maynard, a former biology major, had the experience to study abroad with Blair
during their time at JSU.  
“It was my first time traveling internationally and it kind of felt like traveling with your dad
or uncle having him as our chaperone because of how goofy he would be with us,” said
Maynard. “I really don’t know any better way to describe him other than being a light. Dr.
Blair was truthfully one of the most genuine and down to earth professors I’ve met here at
JSU.”
JSU alumna Shelby Harris, who also had the experience to study abroad with Blair, said
that her life would be “much different” without Blair in it.
“I’m so thankful I got to go to Costa Rica with him, take his classes, and present research
that I did with him at the student symposium my last year there,” said Harris. “I’m keeping
his wife and his daughters in my heart.”
Blair was also awarded the Dean’s Award of Arts and Science at JSU in 2007. While on
campus between 2012 and 2013, Blair served as the president of the Faculty Senate. Last
year, he was also a recipient of the 2019-2020 SGA Golden Apple Award for his dedication
to teaching the younger generation of scientists.
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